
Happy Anniversary, Kat Kan! 
Kat Kan has reviewed graphic novels for VOYA Magazine in 

her Graphically Speaking column for twenty-five years. Kan 
talks about her experience in this anniversary issue.

How did Graphically Speaking become a column in VOYA?
Kan: Back in 1993, VOYA published an article by Steve Weiner 

about graphic novels in libraries. I liked his article, but I took 
exception to his remarks about superhero comics and their place 
in libraries. At the time, I was reviewing science fiction and 
fantasy fiction for VOYA. I wrote a long (several pages single-
spaced) letter to Dorothy Broderick, who was VOYA’s editor at 
the time, and I included several examples of superhero graphic 
novels that my teen patrons liked. I was working at the Aiea 
Public Library on Oahu, Hawaii, at that time, and I started adding 
graphic novels to the library’s collection back in 1987. A couple 
of months after I sent that letter, VOYA published it as an article, 
and Dorothy sent me a check for the article and a note that 
stated, “Why in the [blankety-blank] didn’t you tell me you like 
[blankety-blank] graphic novels?!” She went on to say VOYA 
wanted to start a review column devoted to graphic novels and 
comics, and would I like to write it? So, I said yes, and that’s how 
it started. For newer readers and librarians who never had the 
chance to meet Dorothy, she was a firecracker and let loose with 
colorful language a lot. I loved her for her unapologetic support 
for teens and their reading and librarians working with teens.

Has the length or format changed in twenty-five years?
Kan: When I first started writing the column, I was told to 

keep it to about 1600 words. Nowadays, I usually write about 
1800 words. Dorothy, and after her, Cathi Dunn MacRae, Linda 
Benson, and then RoseMary Ludt, gave me carte blanche to set 
up the column however I wanted. I’ve reviewed anywhere from 
four to eight books in one column, and occasionally I’d devote 
the column to a couple of books and an interview with a creator. 
At first and for several years, Graphically Speaking appeared three 
times a year—in February, June, and October issues. Cathi Dunn 
MacRae decided the column should appear in every issue, and 
that’s how it’s been for about twenty years.

Tell about your career working in libraries.
Kan: I’ve worked in libraries since 1983. I started as a library 

technician, a paraprofessional position, in the Hawaii State 
Library; I was hired as an “emergency hire,” so I worked on a 
month-to-month basis over the course of more than three years 
in the fine arts and audiovisual department; federal documents; 
young adult services; business, science, and technology; and 
in children’s services. My last emergency hire stint was as the 
children’s librarian at Aiea Public Library. Then, in 1987, the 
Hawaii State Public Library System received more funding 
and started to expand their young adult services by adding YA 
librarians to branch libraries. Aiea Library was one of those 
libraries, and I interviewed for and got the job that year. In 1993, 
the librarian in charge of the young adult department at Hawaii 
State Library left the position, so I applied for it and got the job. 
One of the questions I had to answer in my 1987 job interview 
was, where did I see myself working five years down the road? I 
answered, running the YA Department at Hawaii State Library, 
and wouldn’t you know, that’s exactly where I ended up. While I 
worked there, I had my second son, and then my husband, who 

worked as a deputy prosecuting  attorney for Honolulu, announced 
he wanted to leave his job and go to seminary to be a Lutheran 
pastor. We left in the summer of 1997, and because of packing up 
to make the transoceanic move, I missed one column (June 1997). 
We relocated to Fort Wayne, Indiana, where I quickly got hired as 
a YA librarian at Allen County Public Library in downtown Fort 
Wayne, where I worked until 2002. 

When we moved to Monroe, Michigan, for my husband’s 
vicarage, I couldn’t find a one-year job in a library, so I worked 
part-time in a bookstore there. In February 2003, Brodart Books & 
Library Services’ Collection Development Department wanted to 
hire someone who knows graphic novels. I had a phone interview 
and got hired as a consultant. In 2007, the company hired me 
as a selector/graphic novel specialist. I telecommute for this 
job since Brodart is located in Williamsport, Pennsylvania. My 
husband graduated from the seminary and took his first call to a 
congregation in Panama City, Florida. We’ve been here ever since 
the summer of 2003, and I still work for Brodart.

My son’s parochial school, St. John Catholic School in Panama 
City, lost the school librarian when her Air Force husband had 
to relocate, and I started working there. First, I just did collection 
development and cataloging, but after a few years I started teaching. 
I have a temporary certification as a K-12 media specialist, and I 
teach students from preschool up through eighth grade.

I have been working for ten years now in both libraries and the 
book distribution industry, which I think is pretty cool. I use my 
experience in both areas to help me in all my work.  It’s been an 
interesting thirty-five years!

What are some of the most memorable graphic novels?
Kan: The Tale of One Bad Rat by Bryan Talbot. I reviewed the 

1995 edition of this book. While I was working at the YA reference 
desk at Hawaii State Library, a man came up to me and said he 
loved that we had graphic novels in our collection, and he wanted to 
donate a book that he said helped a friend deal with a sexual assault. 
It was The Tale of One Bad Rat. Now, back in the 1990s through 
the early 2000s, I had to send copies of the books I reviewed to the 
VOYA offices, so they could take photos of the covers to publish in 
my columns. This book took a very long time to come back to me; 
and when it did, I found a note from Cathi explaining that everyone 
in the offices read it and that she now understood why I love the 
format so much. I still love the book, but knowing it touched people 
who didn’t read comics makes it even more special to me.

The Bone series by Jeff Smith. I reviewed the first volume in my 
first column for VOYA. Since that time, back in 1994, this series has 
remained a favorite among many people, including my students.

The Usagi Yojimbo series by Stan Sakai. I fell in love with this 
series back in the 1980s. I love it for Stan’s storytelling, fantastic art, 
and his historical research. I only learned in the 1990s that Stan 
and his first wife were friends with my sisters-in-law—they were 
classmates in high school. Stan is still writing Usagi Yojimbo now, 
which is amazing. I also reviewed Usagi Yojimbo in my first column.

March by Congressman John Lewis, his aide Andrew Aydin, 
and artist Nate Powell. This is one of the most powerful graphic 
novels ever, depicting the Civil Rights Movement from one man’s 
viewpoint. I love that the people at San Diego Comic-Con treated 
Mr. Lewis like a rock star when he appeared as a guest a few years 
ago, and that librarians and teachers have embraced the trilogy for 
teaching students about civil rights. ■
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graphically 
speaking

As I am writing this, it is Day 16 after Hurricane Michael hit 
the Florida Panhandle on October 10, 2018. We prepared 
for it, as we watched news reports showing the Big Bend 

area and Panama City pretty much in the middle of the “cone of 
uncertainty.” Up to the day before, we expected Michael might be 
a Category 1 or 2 hurricane; by the evening of October 9, we saw it 
strengthen to a Category 3. When we woke the morning of October 
10, we were looking at a Category 4 hurricane. The sustained winds 
had increased to almost 150 miles per hour.

My family and I stayed in our home. It is built of brick on a solid 
foundation, with a five-year-old Galvalum (metal) roof with extra 
roof clips. Our windows are all reinforced to withstand Category 
3 hurricane winds. We also live outside all the flood zones, and 
we are about fifteen miles inland and fairly high above sea level 
for Florida. School had been canceled after the holiday weekend; 
most people living in Panama City, Panama City Beach, Tyndall 
Air Force Base, and Mexico Beach (just east of Tyndall AFB) were 
under mandatory evacuation orders; except for Tyndall, fewer 
than half of the people left.

Early morning winds already reached tropical storm force, 
and rain fell. My husband kept track of the storm on the Weather 
Channel, while I frantically kept working as long as we had 
internet—one of my jobs is based in Pennsylvania, so I telecommute. 
At 11:40 a.m., the power went out as the winds increased. Our 
telephone rang, but the AlertBay message cut off in the middle—so 
we lost our landline signal. We could not get any signal on our cell 
phones, either. Then, the winds picked up even more speed.

The wind blew directly from the east—we could see all our 
trees bending at almost a ninety-degree angle, and the rains blew 
sideways. We could hear thumps and bumps on the west side of 
our house, but when we ran to look out the windows, we could 
not see anything. I sat and prayed almost nonstop for two hours, 
as the winds howled and the rains beat down. I had never been 
more scared in my life. I have lived through major earthquakes 
and typhoons in Japan and two hurricanes in Hawaii but never 
experienced anything like this.

After about two hours, the winds slowed down, then stopped; 
the eye of Michael passed right over us. We ventured outside to 
a surreal sight—most of the tall pines and white oak trees in our 
yard were down; the trunks of the pines had snapped off like 
broken matchsticks. A cursory look showed our house was okay. 
Our next-door neighbor came running into our yard; he and his 
family live in a double-wide mobile home, and he said his sons 
were scared to death. We told him to bring his family over. They 
had to pick their way over the broken trees that covered most of 
our yard and driveway. A few minutes later, the winds came again, 
this time from the west. These winds were not quite as strong as 
the easterly winds, but it was still scary. The hurricane moved 
north and east of us by about 4:00 p.m. A little more than five 
hours utterly changed our landscape.

We live in a semi-rural area northeast of Panama City, and we 
have well water. No power means the pump will not work. We have 
a generator, but we had not needed to use it in about ten years. Being 
city folk, we did not realize that we needed to empty the generator 
by burning off all the ethanol gas we used back then. So, when my 
husband tried to start the generator, it would not start. Our next-
door neighbor tried to fix it but could not. We had prepared before 
the storm by filling large pots and gallon jugs with water, but—to be 
blunt—our toilets started to stink badly after just one day.

It takes a disaster like a hurricane to make one realize how 
dependent we have become on technology. With no landline, 
our cellphones became our only means of communication with 
the outside world. The cell towers for Verizon had blown down, 
however, and we had no reliable communication for twelve days, 
almost two weeks. 

On Friday, October 12, we tried to drive into Panama City, but 
our van’s battery died. It is our only vehicle. Once again, we asked 
our next-door neighbor for help. His father drove over in his pickup 
truck and got us jump-started that afternoon and told us to drive 
around for at least thirty minutes. As we drove down Highway 231, 
we saw devastation everywhere—homes smashed by trees, trailers 
overturned, almost every utility pole either snapped off or leaning 
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precariously, most trees down, and debris everywhere, including 
on the roads. On 23rd Street, one of the big business and shopping 
areas, just about every business suffered catastrophic damage. Our 
home congregation in Callaway had set up a shelter in the building’s 
substory, which has reinforced walls and storm-resistant windows. 
We stopped there and finally got a little more news about Verizon 
being entirely shut down and about the curfew announced by the 
sheriff due to looting of many businesses and some homes. Yes, 
people were stealing booze from liquor stores and stuff like comics 
and games from my local comics shop.

A few days later, Verizon finally put up some temporary towers, 
so we had some cellphone service. The utility companies, helped 
by more than 7,000 utility workers from all over the country and 
Canada, restored power to roughly 95 percent of the homes that 
can receive power. Not us. Since we live outside the city, we do 
not know when we will get power back, much less the internet or 
landline connections.

Today, Day 16, October 25, I am sitting in my kitchen next to the 
window, writing by the fading light. We are lucky (blessed)—our 
house did not sustain damage; we do not have to file any FEMA or 
insurance claims. We have a gas stove that runs on a large propane 
tank, so that we can cook and heat water. We have a borrowed 
generator, so we have running water and working refrigerators. We 
are healthy and unhurt. But, oh my soul, sometimes the depression 
still creeps up on me. I do not sleep well—I have had bad dreams 
every night, most of them set in a post-apocalyptic landscape that 
looks like our neighborhood and town.

I think I finally understand a little more what the people of New 
Orleans experienced with Katrina, what the people of Puerto Rico 
and the Virgin Islands and South Florida experienced with Irma 
and Maria, and what the people in Texas suffered from Harvey. I 
am still one of the lucky ones.

Along with most homes and businesses suffering damage, most 
schools did, too. I work at the Roman Catholic school in town 
as the part-time librarian (I am even certified, on a three-year 
temporary certification that finalized just before the hurricane). 
Our school suffered a total loss of everything inside the buildings; 
the middle school building lost its roof and most of the windows. 
The library does not look too bad until you realize that water 
came in through one broken window and through two different 
sets of doors that open to the outside. The library had a couple of 
inches of standing water for several days, and that was enough, 
with the heat and humidity following the storm, for mold to grow. 
The insurance company said anything porous—wood, paper, 
cardboard—has been contaminated and must be thrown out. 
That means all the books, shelves, and furniture. When I finally 
managed to get to the school on October 22, our priest said I 

could only save whatever I had stored in sealed plastic bins, and 
that I would have to wear a mask and gloves and wipe them down 
with disinfectant wipes before taking them home. The classroom 
teachers have lost all their textbooks and all the extra stuff they 
brought in to decorate their rooms and enrich the classes they 
teach. They are in shock. I only managed to bring home six plastic 
bins with some craft supplies.

We are relocating to a vacant parish school in Panama City 
Beach that suffered only minimal damage, and school will start 
again on November 1. The school there has a media center, but it 
will have to serve as a classroom.

We had started to build a MakerSpace in the school library, 
with a big LEGO wall and a 3D printer—all of that is gone. We 
will have to start all over again. I have some books at home I 
will be taking to school, because my students need some books 
to read. So now, this is my life. Since our home is secure except 
for no electricity, I must focus on my school and on helping my 
community the best I can.

I apologize for the lack of reviews; I just realized this would 
appear in the February 2019 issue which marks my twenty-fifth 
year of writing this column for VOYA. It is not the anniversary 
column I had thought I would write. Thank you for your patience 
with me and many thanks for the kind words, thoughts, and 
prayers many of you have sent via Facebook.

Update on November 24: On October 27, Day 18 after Michael 
knocked out our power, we got our electricity back, thanks to a 
crew I call the “Talladega Boys,” from a company based in northern 
Alabama—at least some of the five young men live in Talladega. On 
November 15—Day 37—Xfinity restored our internet and cable. 
The downtown public library reopened on November 14, Gulf 
Coast State College reopened on November 5, and most public 
schools reopened by the week before Thanksgiving. Most of the 
middle and high schools are sharing facilities, with high school 
running 7:00 a.m. to noon, and middle school running 1:00 p.m. to 
6:00 p.m. Many people are still living in temporary situations, with 
hundreds living in tents. Most businesses are still closed, and some 
have announced they will not reopen. We still have lots of downed 
trees on our property and piled debris on the sides of the roads 
everywhere in our neighborhood. Many of our neighbors lost their 
homes (mobile homes) and are living in trailers as they sift through 
the wrecks trying to salvage what they can. It will take years for 
Panama City to recover from a storm that rampaged through in less 
than six hours. That is the power of a hurricane. ■

 Kat Kan has been reading comics for almost six decades and 
writing about them for about a quarter-century. She works as a 
collection development selector specializing in graphic novels for 
Brodart, reviews children’s and teen graphic novels, and conducts 
occasional workshops on graphic novels. She works part-time as a 
school librarian at St. John Catholic School in Panama City, FL, where many of 
the students love to read graphic novels and comics. Kan is also a grandmother to 
two boys who are fourth generation comics fans.
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KAT'S YARD IN THE EYE OF HURRICANE 
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